
I always feed dogs under supervision and can separate if required.  
Iris, Davy and Dolly are fed around 0700h and then again at 1700h.  
You must supply your own food and treats and inform me of any 
special instructions or dietary needs (this should be completed on 
our Pawfile form).  I can accommodate frozen raw diets only, but, 
because of space limitations, I will only take one dog on such a diet 
at a time.  I provide regularly cleaned and sterilized feeding and 
drinking bowls and ensure there is clean and ample water available 
at all times.

Meals and Treats

I recommend our guests travel light, as I have everything needed 
here - you just need to bring your dog/s, their food & treats a lead 
and harness,  and a blanket that smells of home.  When they arrive 
for a pawliday, their harness is removed (only used in car for 
travelling) and I replace it with a soft collar fitted with a Pawfolk Ltd 
I.D tag, and also a GPS Airtag for added security and peace of mind.

General

Our guests have freedom to roam (within our daily routine) and find 
their space and place in the pack.  I’ve created different areas for 
them to find - both indoors and out; to feel safe in and make their 
own:  higher beds (smaller dogs love that); open crates tucked away, 
mimicking private dens that are still in earshot and smelling distance
of the rest of the pack;  big beds; small beds; covered sofas; cooling 
mats - generally lots of VIPup areas to choose from.  For places out 
of my view, I have Pawcams watching them so I can check in without 
disturbing anyone.  All rooms and stair access points are gated to 
provide additional seperate spaces, especially for private overnight 
resting.  I also provide towels and poobags, so no need to bring. 

Everything Else!

Please contact claire@pawfolk.com or WhatsApp 07429613546 with any further queries.
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